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Iran and Syria 
 
Jubin Goodarzi 

 Since 1979, the alliance between Syria and Iran has had significant impact in both 
shaping Middle East politics and thwarting the regional goals of the United States, 
Israel and Iraq.  

 Syria and Iran are the two parties most responsible for spoiling U.S.-backed peace 
efforts between the Arabs and Israel in order to promote their own Arab and 
Islamic interests. For the United States, they were also the most troublesome 
countries during the U.S. intervention in Iraq because they aided, abetted or armed 
insurgents. 

 The two regimes share common traits. They are both authoritarian and defiantly 
independent, even at a political or economic cost. Iran is predominantly Shiite. 
Although Syria is predominantly Sunni Muslim, its ruling family is Alawite, a 
Shiite sect. 

 At the same time, they are odd political bedfellows. Syria’s Baa’thist ideology is 
strictly secular and socialist. Iran’s ideology is rigidly religious and, in principle, 
opposed to atheist communism and its offshoots. Yet their common strategic goals 
have held the alliance together for three decades, despite repeated attempts to rend 
them apart. 

 Syrian president Bashar al Assad has become increasingly dependent on Iran for 
military and financial support since the outbreak of Syria’s civil war. 
  

Overview 

The Iran-Syria alliance grew out of common cause—and common enemies. Since Iran’s 
1979 revolution, the two regional powerhouses have pooled political leverage and 
military resources to enhance their position, build a network of surrogate militias and 
frustrate the plans of opponents. Together they ensured Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, which 
bordered both countries, would not become the predominant regional power. They 
forced U.S. peacekeepers out of Lebanon in 1984, and thwarted Israel’s effort to bring 
Lebanon into its orbit during an 18-year occupation that finally ended in Israel’s 
unilateral withdrawal in 2000. The odd bedfellows together sired or supported 
Hezbollah, Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad and an array of radical Palestinian groups. 
All reject peace. And together they have inflicted repeated setbacks on six American 
presidents. 

The alliance also reflects a common need. Together the regimes stand a better chance at 
survival—without having to accommodate either domestic or foreign demands for 
change—than they would without each other. Together they also stand a better chance 
of achieving their long-term goals. The Syrian regime wants to defeat opposition groups 
that have been challenging Assad and capturing territory since 2011, regain the strategic 
Golan Heights, lost to Israel in the 1967 War, and keep its veto power over Lebanese 
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politics. Iran wants to be the preeminent regional player in the Persian Gulf and ensure 
its allies rule in Iraq. Both also want to protect Arab interests (in the case of Damascus) 
and Islamic interests (in the case of Iran) throughout the region.  

The six phases 

Relations between Iran and Syria have has gone through six distinct phases.  

Phase 1: The new alliance 1979-1982 

Syria was the first Arab country to recognize the provisional government of Prime 
Minister Mehdi Bazargan after the shah’s ouster, and third overall, after the Soviet 
Union and Pakistan. Damascus provided invaluable diplomatic and military support to 
Tehran after Iraq’s 1980 invasion of Iran. The alliance was formalized in March 1982 
when a high-level Syrian delegation, headed by then Foreign Minister Abd al-Halim 
Khaddam visited Tehran and concluded a series of bilateral agreements on oil and 
trade, and a secret pact on military matters. 

Phase 2: The zenith of Syrian-Iranian power    1982-1985 

The high point of bilateral cooperation was in the Levant. After Israel’s 1982 invasion of 
Lebanon and rout of Syrian forces there, Syrian President Hafez Assad enlisted Iran's 
influence among the Lebanese Shiites to wage a campaign of subversion, terror and 
guerrilla warfare against their mutual opponents in Lebanon —the Christian-
dominated government, Israeli occupation forces and the U.S. and French peacekeeping 
forces. Together they orchestrated a series of devastating blows: President Bashir 
Gemayel was assassinated in September 1982. Israeli military headquarters in Tyre were 
bombed in November 1982. The first modern Muslim suicide bombers hit the U.S. 
Embassy in west Beirut in April 1983. The barracks of U.S. Marine and French 
contingents of the Multinational Force were bombed within minutes of each other in 
October 1983. Israeli headquarters in south Lebanon were again bombed in November 
1983. And a second U.S. Embassy was bombed in east Beirut in September 1984. Unable 
to fulfil its mission, U.S. forces withdrew in early 1984. The 1983 Israeli-Lebanese peace 
treaty was scrapped. And Israel began a partial withdrawal of its troops from most of 
the territory it initially seized in 1985. 

Phase 3: Alliance tensions and consolidation of the axis        1985-1988 

The late 1980s marked the most problematic phase of the Syria-Iran partnership. The 
Lebanese civil war and the Iran-Iraq War drained their resources and undermined the 
clout of the Damascus-Tehran nexus. Iran and Syria also developed conflicting agendas 
in Lebanon, particularly in picking their Shiite allies. Syria backed Amal, the political 
party and militia that was the longstanding representative of Lebanon’s Shiites. 
Damascus backed a secular and multi-confessional state that fell within its sphere of 
influence. Iran backed Hezbollah, the underground extremist movement. Iran favored 
greater power for Lebanon’s Muslim majority, particularly Shiites, the largest of the 
country’s 17 recognized sects. 
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Their rival visions played out on the ground. The Syrians backed the Amal-led siege of 
Palestinian refugee camps between 1985 and 1987, much to Iran's dismay. Iran tried to 
mediate a peaceful end to the confrontation. Tehran and Damascus eventually reached 
an understanding on key issues: Syrian interests took precedence in the Levant, while 
Damascus would defer to Tehran in the Gulf. 

Phase 4: Containment of Saddam Hussein’s Iraq        1988-1991 

Cooperation focused on checking Iraqi power and crushing President Michel Aoun’s 
anti-Syrian revolt in Lebanon in 1988-1989. During the 1990-1991 Gulf War against Iraq, 
Syria contributed troops to the U.S.-led coalition and Iran remained neutral. Damascus 
hoped to reap the benefits of having its agenda included in subsequent Middle East 
peace efforts, while Iran did not try to check the growing U.S. military presence, in 
hopes it would ultimately weaken Baghdad’s power in the region. 

Phase 5: Alliance cooperation in the post-Cold War period   1991-2003 

As the Cold War ended and the United States became the world’s dominant power, 
Tehran and Damascus grew increasingly important to each other. They cooperated in 
development of ballistic missiles. They collaborated in arming and abetting Hezbollah 
and Hamas to pressure Israel, as well as to influence events in Lebanon and the 
Palestinian Authority. Their aid was instrumental in enabling Hezbollah to wage a 
guerrilla campaign throughout the 1990s against Israel, which opted to withdraw in 
2000. 

Both Syria and Iran flirted with the United States during this phase. Damascus 
participated in sporadic U.S. peace efforts. And under reformist President Mohammed 
Khatami in the late 1990s, Tehran proposed bringing down the “wall of mistrust.” But 
neither effort produced any progress. 

Phase 6: Reinvigoration of the alliance after the Iraq war    2003-2011 

Cooperation between Iran and Syria increased markedly after the U.S.-led invasion of 
Iraq in 2003. Both countries welcomed the ouster of Saddam Hussein, their mutual foe. 
But the speed of the U.S. military victory also initially raised fears that either Iran or 
Syria might be the next target in the Bush administration's "War on Terror." Both 
provided significant aid to an array of domestic and foreign forces in Iraq, challenging 
the U.S. military and the new government in Baghdad. 

Their roles in Iraq evolved, especially after the Obama administration announced plans 
to withdraw. Tehran cultivated ties with major Iraqi political parties and militias, 
particularly the Shiites, to ensure Baghdad would not again become hostile. And 
Damascus sporadically limited the flow of insurgents across its border. Neither country 
wanted Iraq to plunge into anarchy or civil war. But nor did either want U.S. allies in 
political control of Baghdad. 
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Phase 7: The Arab Spring and Syria’s Civil War   2011 – 

Iran ramped up support for President Bashar al Assad’s regime after the Syrian crisis 
erupted in 2011. Tehran sent military advisors, equipment, and billions of dollars in aid, 
hoping to protect Iran’s interests in Syria. Tehran also bolstered the regime’s strength 
through creating the National Defense Forces – a group of nearly 80,000 Alawites, 
Shiites, and regime loyalists who assist the Syrian army in combat. High-ranking 
Iranian officials visited Damascus, and Syrian defense officials have visited Tehran. 

Iranian support helped keep Assad in power amid growing chaos and unrest. But the 
regime experienced a major setback in 2014 with the rise of Sunni extremist groups, 
notably ISIS, who seized large swaths of territory in northern and western Syria. In 
early 2015, Assad also faced a challenge when Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and other Gulf 
countries reached an agreement to coordinate support for the Syrian opposition. 

Despite these challenges, Iran continued to support Assad as of 2015. Tehran had no 
other viable partner to protect its interests in Syria. It was concerned the fall of Assad’s 
regime would empower ISIS. And it viewed the Syria conflict as part of a broader 
struggle against its regional rival, Saudi Arabia. 

The balance of power 

The balance of power in the Syrian-Iranian alliance has shifted since 1979. Syria was the 
dominant partner in the 1980s. Iran is the stronger partner today.   

From 1976 to 2005, Syria was the more dominant player in Lebanon due to its military 
presence. But its leverage weakened after Damascus was forced to pull out troops in 
2005. Hezbollah, the pro-Iranian party and militia, has since become the most influential 
ally in Lebanese politics. During the 1980s, Syria's regional role was also magnified 
when Egypt was banished from the Arab fold after the 1979 Camp David Accords. And 
both Iraq and Iran were weakened by their costly eight-year conflict. Syria enjoyed the 
political, military and economic patronage of the Soviet Union until its dissolution in 
1991.  

The balance of power between the two shifted in part because of arms. Syria was a 
conduit for arms shipments to Iran during the Iran-Iraq conflict. This was particularly 
important after Iran’s relations with Moscow deteriorated in 1982 and Washington 
orchestrated a widespread arms embargo in 1983. Iran responded by developing its 
own arms industry in the 1980s, and the 1990s it had the lead role in joint efforts with 
Syria to develop ballistic missile capabilities. Iran now exports arms to Syria and helps 
finance Syrian arms purchases from Russia, Belarus, North Korea and elsewhere.  

Iran needed the alliance with Syria during the 1980s to prevent becoming isolated in the 
Middle East. But after Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, Iran mended fences with many Arab 
countries. Despite its uneasy relations with key Arab governments, Iran is more 
popular on the Arab street. Its position was enhanced by its posturing on the nuclear 
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issue, relatively high oil prices, and the backlash against U.S. forces in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 

After 2011, the Syrian government became extremely dependent on Iran and its allies. 
With dwindling resources, a manpower shortage, and increasing pressure from 
opposition groups, the regime relied on Iran for its own survival. 

An enduring marriage 

The Syria-Iran alliance has survived in part because it has been primarily defensive in 
nature. For three decades, it has been aimed largely at neutralizing Iraqi and Israeli 
capabilities and preventing American encroachment in the Middle East. Defensive 
alliances which have fixed and limited objectives are often more durable.  

Their distinctive ideological differences, ironically, have also helped the relationship 
endure. Syria and Iraq were intense political rivals, and often came close to military 
blows, because they shared the same Baa’thist ideology. The political elites in Tehran 
and Damascus were never competing. 

Their respective agendas also have jived: Iran has vied for leadership of the Islamist 
bloc in the Middle East and beyond, a role in which secular Syria has no interest. Syria 
has long sought to be "the beating heart of Arabism," a role in which Iran, a non-Arab 
country, has no interest. Except for a brief period of rival ambitions in Lebanon, the two 
countries have never been in competition—ideologically, economically or militarily. 
Neither has tried to upstage the other. 

Iran remains a staunch supporter of Assad despite the regime’s setbacks in Syria’s civil 
war. In June 2015, President Hassan Rouhani declared that Iran would support the 
Syrian government “until the end of the road.” 

Trendlines 

 Despite multiple attempts to wean Syria from Iran, the alliance between Tehran and 
Damascus remains strong. 

 In part by default, Iran and Syria still have strong influence in the region for several 
reasons: Their militia allies have become major political players, particularly in 
Lebanon and the Palestinian Authority. Mideast peace efforts have not produced 
major new pacts since the mid-1990s. And U.S. attention has been focused 
elsewhere. 

 The Assad regime remains Iran’s best bet to protect its interests in Syria. If there is a 
negotiated political transition, Iran will likely try to keep some elements of the 
regime in power to maintain its longstanding alliance with Syria. 
 

For more information, see “Iran and Syria: The End of the Road?” by Jubin Goodarzi, published 
as part of the Woodrow Wilson Center’s Viewpoints Series (June 2015) 

  

http://www.wilsoncenter.org/sites/default/files/iran_syria_end_of_road.pdf
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